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To all chon it may concern:

Beit known that we, GEORGE W. COPELAND,
of Malden, in the county of Middlesex, ERAS
TUS WOODWARD, of Boston, in the county of
Suffolk, and MATTHIAS BROCK, of said Boston,
all in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
have invented an Improvement in Machines
for
Lasting Boots and Shoes, of which the fol
lowing is a specification:
This invention consists particularly in mech
anism for lasting the toe and heel of boots and
shoes; but it is shown in the drawing as ap
plied to toe-lasting only. It is designed to be
used in connection with any suitable side
lasting mechanism.
The special features embraced in our inven
tion consist in various adjustments of con
verging folding-plates in relation to that por
tion of the bottom of a last upon which they
are designed to close, and for this purpose we
have provided the same, first, with an oscil
lating movement much like that described in
Patent 197,607, granted us November 27, 1877,
the improvement consisting in combining with
said oscillating or rocking movement of the
plates a vertical adjustability; second, with
an independent adjustability of the lower
outer folding-plates, hereinafter more fully de
scribed.
The invention further consists in two sets

of folding plates or slides, one above the other,
So arranged and operated that the upper set
shall partly fold over and conform the upper
to the last, and the lower set shall complete
the folding and conforming of the upper upon
the last, as will hereinafter be fully set forth;
in the combination of said converging fold

justing the said converging folding-plates and
the
mechanism operating the same, and for
actuating the Supporting-jack.
In the drawings, Figure 1 represents a side
elevation of our improved toe-lasting mechan
ism, showing the last in position upon the
jack. Fig. 2 is a longitudinal vertical central
section of said mechanism. Fig. 3 is a plan
of the toe-lasting devices, showing the folding

plates and position of the actuating mechan
ism after the upper has been folded upon the
insole. Fig. 4 is an enlarged detail view of
the two series of converging plates. Fig. 5 is
a vertical section on the line an ac, Fig. 4. Fig.
6 is a vertical section on the line y y, Fig. 4.
Fig. 7 is a longitudinal vertical section of
the abutment, downlhold, toe stretching and
Smoothing pad, and mechanism for operating
the same and the toe-rest. Fig. 8 is a detail
view elaborating Fig. 7. Fig. 9 is a perspec
tive view of the two-series or duplex converg
ing folding-plates.
Heretofore toe and heel lasting have been
done by folding-plates generally provided
with converging movements upon the surface
of the last's bottom in folding the edge of the
upper thereon; but until our invention of the
mechanism set forth in the Letters Patent
above named no adjustability had been given
the said folding - plates except, perhaps, a
somewhatrude longitudinal tipping movement
of the table or support carrying the toe-lasting
devices.
In the said patent an improvement was be
gun by providing the converging folding-plates
with lateral adjustability by hanging the table
or support which carried the said plates and
their operating mechanism so as to oscillate

ing-plates, provided with the adjustments
named, with the vertically-adjustable lasting from a center, extending directly backward
jack for supporting the toe and back of the from the center of the heel-downhold.
last; in the combination of an upwardly-mov In this invention we still provide the con
ing toe stretching and smoothing pad and a verging folding-plates, with the oscillating
movable downhold and abutment; in the com table or support arranged to oscillate from a
bination of the toe stretching and smoothing center, extending backward from the center
pad, movable abutment and downhold, and of the downhold longitudinally; but we fur
double series of adjustable converging folding ther
provide the said table with vertical ad
plates; in the various actuating mechanisms justability upon an elliptic curve, of which the
described for adjusting said folding-plates, for extreme upper front of the abutment is the
closing the same, for operating the toe stretch moving center.
ing and smoothing pad, and for vertically ad We also provide our improved mechanism
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with two sets of folding-plates closing on par grooveb, in which plays the cam-pin bupon
allel or substantially parallel planes, with the the end of the connecting-bar b. This bar is
exception of the outer lower folding-plates, furnished with suitable guides in the block B,
preferably the abutment B is caused to
which have a vertical adjustability. The up and
slightly as it withdraws. Simultaneously
per set of folding-plates first operate in par drop
tially folding the upper upon the inner sole, with the withdrawal of the abutment occurs
and in holding that portion thus partly folded the partial withdrawal of the downhold C and

movement of the toe stretching and
down, while the lower set of converging plates upward
pad D. The downholdis withdrawn
are operated to completely break down, fold, smoothing
and conform that portion of the upper upon by the cam-grooves c on the under side of the
disk C', in which plays the cam-pin c, which
the insole.
To a certain extent the adjustment of the is fastened upon the end of the bar c'. The
folding-plates to the slope of the surface of downhold, however, is not withdrawn quite as
the last is automatic, and is determined by far as the abutment, and it is also preferably
the under surface of the downhold. The other
adjustments which are given the folding-plates,
and which enable us to last and fold an upper
upon a surface of any conformation, are regul
lated by the operator, as the case may re
quire.
The last A, with the upper secured thereon
at the toe and heel, is placed in the machine
with its toe resting upon the toe-rest a, and
the portion back of the instep, where a spin
dle usually is inserted in jacking the same, is
supported by the main rest (t, which is of suf
ficient length to also support and hold in po
sition the fore-block at of the last. The last
also contacts at the toe with the abutment B,
and the downhold C projects somewhat upon
the surface of the insole at the to3.
By the movement of the treadle A, which
is fastened to the end of shaft a*, and is pro
vided with the cama', which lifts the roda,
carrying the main rest ct, and which also op
erates, through the shaft a and lever af, rod
al, rock-shaft a, cann a', the sector a, the cam
(t, fastened by the set-screw a to the rod
a', which carries the toe-rest (t.
To firmly hold the last in position against

provided with a downward movement. Like
the barb, the bar c is guided in the block B".
The under portion of the downhold B corre
sponds in shape to the upper portion of the
abutment C, which fits therein when the abut
ment is moved against the toe of the last, and
it will be seen that the downhold is inclined

on its under surface from the extreme point
downwardly until it contacts with the abut
ment, when it is curved upwardly to conform
to the curved upper surface of the abutment.
This construction permits the toe stretching
and smoothing pad to lift, between the project

ing foot of the downhold and the end of the
abutment, in performing its work, after the
abutment has been withdrawn.
This toe stretching and smoothing pad con
sists of a curved metal support or spring,
shaped to substantially conform to the toe of
the last, and lined preferably with leather or
rubber on its inner side, and is more fully de
scribed in the patent above referred to.
It will be observed that the movement of
this pad is upward, substantially parallel with
that portion of the last upon which it is de
signed to operate, and that it lifts between the
the abutment B and under the downhold C under portion of the downhold and the upper
of the abutment, so that its ends al
while the lasting is in progress, the rock-shaft portion
most contact with the under portion of the up
a has a suitable bearing in the standard A, per
set of converging folding-plates E. It then
and the spindle or rod a? is also furnished drops
simultaneously with the closing
with a suitable bearing within said standard of saidslightly
upper
plates.
pad is operated by
A”, and is further provided with the stop a!, the cam-grooved in theThis
D', in which the
which plays in the recess a in the standard cam-pin d plays through disk
the connecting-slides
A'. The rod at is provided with the slots a1, did, each of which reciprocates
in
in which the end of the rock-shaft a is given suitable guides in a portion of thevertically
frame pro
a limited movement.
The main rest at is hinged upon the spindle jecting downwardly from the block b.
(t, and thereby given a longitudinal adjusta The slides are connected with each other by
bility. It may also be hinged to swing later the short rod d, and the slided carries the
ally, or it may be supported on a universal bracket d, which supports the toe stretching
joint. The toe-rest a is also hinged to oscil and smoothing pad D, which plays in Ways
late longitudinally. It may also swing later thereon, and may be provided with horizontal
ally or be supported on a universal joint. The adjustment in relation thereto.
dropping sufficiently to allow the un
toe-rest is also covered with a thin layer of After
set of converging plates F to close, this toe
rubber, and the main rest a may also be pro der
vided. With a rubber covering. The last is stretching and smoothing pad remains sta
thus Supported firmly under the downholds tionary during the remainder of the operation
of the machine, closely hugging and clamping
against the abutment B.
The next manipulation in the operation of the upper to the last.
The upper plates, E, which operate to par
the machine is the withdrawal of the abutment
B and the partial withdrawal andfalling of the tially break down, turn over, and conform the
margin of the upper upon the last's bottom,
downhold C.
The abutment B is operated by the cam consist of two or more thin plates, shaped
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f in the under portion of the disk D'. The
upon their inner edge to conform substantially outer
of this leverlays hold of the block.f.
to the vertical contour of the edge of that por at theend
end
lever f, and said lever f is pro
tion of the last over which they close. They vided withofthe
bracket
are attached to the ends of the sliding barse, fi, provided withdownward-projecting
recessful
at
its
bottom,
which
which are guided in the guides et upon the fits over the guidef, supported by the brack
hinged connecting-plate F.
fi projecting from the plate G, to steady
These sliding bars e are fastened upon the ets
and
the reciprocating lever f.
brackets eprojecting from the collarse, which Thedirect
cam-disks C D are bolted to the oscil
slide upon the sleeves e. These collars e are lating plate G. This plate G is pivoted to os
reciprocated upon the sleeves by the levers ciliate
to the carriage Hatg, and at
E", which are pivoted to the oscillating plate of to thelaterally
standard
G, and are operated by the cam-groove 6 in said carriage H. I projecting upwardly from
the under portion of the disk D", in which the This oscillating plate supports all the mech
cam-pin e, which is fastened on the upper end anism for actuating the downhold, the abut
of one of the levers E, plays. This cam and ment, the toe stretching and smoothing pad,
cam-pin ce' operate each of the levers E, the and the folding-plates, and therefore all this
one directly and the other by means of a short mechanism oscillates with it. The purpose in
swiveling connection, e, which fastens the end giving these devices this oscillating movement
of the other lever to the cam-pin.
to effect a lateral adjustment of said devices
Upon the closing of the upper set of con is
in
to the plane of the bottom of the
Verging folding-plates the lower set, F, com lastrelation
upon
which
intended to operate.
mence to operate preferably the ones on each Therefore, as nearlyit asis possible,
the saidshould
plate
side of the downhold, advancing a little in and the mechanism thereon contained
blance of the outer ones, though not so rap correspond and be of the same plane as the
I(ty.
of that portion of the surface of the last
The action of these plates completes the plane
on
which
folding-plates are to close. This
breaking down and folding commenced by the plane maythe
be
determined by such a contrivance
upper plates; and it will be observed that the as we have described
said patent, called
corner plates or those next the downhold a “centering-shoe,” orinbyourthe
downhold itself
commence to operate a little in advance of the being of sufficient breadth upon
its under sur
outer plates, but that the outer plates advance face to govern said oscillating plate,
and cause
more quickly, and finish the folding of that it to conform in plane, as above stated,
or by
part of the upper upon which they operate at suitable projections upon the under portion
of
the same time that the other two folding-plates either of the converging plates, which shall de
end their work, though closing preferably a termine the plane of the oscillating plates as
little farther upon the surface of the last.
close in upon the surface of the last by
These outer plates are provided with a lat they
contacting
there with, and for this purpose we
eral adjustability, which will hereinafter be show, in Fig.
4, one of the plates F provided
explained, to adapt them to varying widths with a projecting
guide curved upwardly upon
of lasts.
its
under
surface.
The converging folding-plates F are similar The next adjustment which we give the lasting
in edge conformation to that given the upper devices
supported by the plate Gis that of a ver
set of plates; and in determining said conform tical tipping
adjustability bylifting said plate
ation we are governed by the vertical con upon the elliptic curve, which has for its mov
formation of the last. They are supported ing center the extreme end of the under por
llpon the ends of the rods F. F. The rods tion of the abutment. This we effect by means
F, carrying the outer plates, are provided with the levers M, which lay hold of the carriage
bearings in the brackets.fprojecting from the of
Hath', and the slotted lever N, which is sta
plate F, and each of these rods FF8 is oper tionarily
at n, and is pivoted to the le
ated by the curved lever f', which is pivoted wer Mat pivoted
'. This lever N also supports the
to the sleeve f', which surrounds the end of
H at h”, which is pivoted therein to
the rod F. This lever f is also pivoted at carriage
move
upon
the arc of the circle determined by
if at the end of the arm or bracket f on the the slot in the
end of said lever N. The lever
inner end of the sleeve e'. This operating M is provided with the nut M and with the
lever f is laid hold of at about the center of guides m, which move freely in the ways m'
its length f by the plate F, from which pro in
bracketM, projecting downwardly from
ject the brackets f, as above stated. This thethe
frame of the machine. The screw O en
connecting-plate F is operated by the rod F, gages with the nut M, is supported at the bot
to which it is pinned at f. Each of the rods tom of the frame M, and is provided with the
FF is provided with bearings in the brack
o to operate the lever M in elevating
ets g, which project upwardly and outwardly handle
the
carriage
H, carrying the oscillating plate G.
from the plate G. The rod also has a further The lower set of converging folding-plates
bearing in the sleeve e', upon which the lever F are provided with holes f near their outer
El plays in operating the bar e.
through which the lasting tacks or fast
Each of the said rods FF is operated by a edge,
enings
the upper to the insole are
lever, F, which is pivoted to the plate G, and driven.forInsecuring
some
instances,
where the surface
is actuated by a cam-pin, f, in the cam-groove
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of the last is round or convex, instead of a
uniform plane it is necessary that the lower
outer plates, F, should be provided with alon
gitudinal tipping movement from one end of the
plate, which end must be a given point deter
mined by the center of the rod operating the
said plate. To give these outer plates this
tipping movement we provide each of the op
erating-rods F with a suitable gear, p, which
is keyed to the rod and is operated by the
worm-gear p, having a bearing in the carriage
p', which slides on the plate F and lays hold

Although the upper set of converging plates

are shown and described as advancing and
completing their work before the closing of
the under set of plates, and are then with
drawn, and although the lower set of folding

plates are provided with differential motions,
duplex series of plates to this particular man
ner of operation; neither do we confine our
selves to their use in combination with the
mechanism shown or with the adjustments
of the rod. The rod E is made movable in given; but we may use them at the heel, or
upon any other portion of the last, in folding
said supporting-brackets and in the sleeve f' the
upper thereon, where it may be desirable
by means of the set-screwsfif, whereby the to
break over and fold the edge of the upper
plate may be moved laterally to and from said upon
insole by a double series of folding
bracket in making an adjustment for varying plates,the
one series above the other.
widths of lasts.
thus fully described our invention,
The cam-disks are operated by the handle or Having
claim
and desire to secure by Letters
lever R; but it is intended that all the move We
Patent of the United States
ments
shall
eventually
be
automatic
and
oper
1. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
ated by power.
boots
and shoes, the improved jack described,
The operation of our machine is as follows:
of a vertically-adjustable toe-rest,
The last, with the upper thereon, is placed a,consisting
and
the
rest al, adapted to support
under the downhold, and the toe and main the heel endmain
of a last and to project under
supports are then raised to firmly clamp the the
of a last to prevent the same
last in position. The toe-lasting mechanism fromfore-block
slipping downwardly in the lasting pro
is then adjusted so that the plane of the oscil cess,
substantially as described.
lating plate shall be as nearly parallel as pos 2. In
a
machine
for
lasting
the
uppers
of
sible with the plane of the surface of the last, boots and shoes, a support or rest for receiv.
and the necessary adjustment to secure this ing
last, adapted to furnish a support for
position of the toe-lasting devices, as well as the the
heel of a last and for the fore-block, but
to secure the proper conformation of the lower not entering
the same, whereby the fore-block
set of plates to the surface upon which they is prevented from
slipping while the lasting is
are to close, is then made. The downhold and in
progress
and
the
last easily adjusted on
abutment are then withdrawn simultaneously the said rest or support
with a lon
with the upward movement of the toe stretch gitudinal rocking motion, provided
substantially as and
ing and smoothing pad, which is followed by for
described.
the closing of the upper plates, the shutting 3.theIn purposes
a machine for lasting the uppers of
of the lower plates, and the withdrawal of the boots and
shoes, a rest for supporting both
upper plates, leaving the holes in the lower
fore-block and heel of a last, consisting of
plates exposed for the purpose of tacking or the
a flat table or plate, a, not entering the last,
uniting the margin of the upper to the insole. and
provided with means for vertical adjust
The advantages of the various adjustments
ment inas relation
to a heel-downhold, substan
herein described are very great. By them we tially
are enabled to secure, it may be said, almost 4. In adescribed.
for lasting the uppers of
universal adjustability and conformation of boots and machine
shoes, a longitudinally-rocking ta
the converging folding-plates to that portion ble
or plate, a, adapted to act as a support for
of the surface of the last upon which they are the fore-block
as well as for the heel
intended to operate, so that whatever the sur portion thereof,of asa last
described,
provided with
face of the last at that point may be, and what means for automatic vertical adjustment,
Sub
ever its width at that point, whether it is in stantially as described.
clined regularly from the ball of the last to 5. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
the toe or whether it is additionally inclined boots, the combination of a toe-rest and main
from the median line extending from the ball rest
or table adapted to support the heel por
of the last to the toe toward each edge, whether tion and
of a last, substantially as
it be lower on one side than upon the other, described,fore-block
each provided with means for auto
or whatever inequality there may be upon the matic vertical
adjustment in relation to the
surface of the last upon their proper adjust toe and heel downholds
of a lasting-machine
inent, the said lasting appliances act with With said toe and heel down-holds,
uniformity and precision in successfully break tially as and for the purposes set forth.substan
ing down and perfectly folding the edge of
the upper upon the insole. We are also en 6. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
boots and shoes, the combination of a main
abled to easily jack the last in the machine rest
adapted to act as a support for the fore
without the use of a spindle, which results in block
of a last and for the heel portion there
a saving of time.
of, whereby the former is prevented from slip

we do not confine ourselves in the use of this
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ping in the lasting process, suitable connect boots and shoes, the combination of one pair
ing mechanism, and the lever A', substantially of converging plates with two pairs of converg
as described.
ing folding-plates arranged immediately be
7. In a machine for lasting the uppers of low said first pair, in such a way that the first
boots and shoes, the combination of a toe-rest, pair shall operate over the joints occurring
the connecting mechanism described, and the between each of the second pairs, substantially
operating-lever A', substantially as set forth. as shown and described.
S. In a machine for lasting the uppers of 16. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
boots and shoes, the combination of toe and boots and shoes, the combination of three pairs
heel downholds, a toe-rest, and a main rest of converging folding-plates, the upper pairs
adapted to support both the heel portion and closing first to partially turn over the margin
fore-block of a last, whereby the latter is pre of an upper upon the insole, the lower pairs
vented from slipping in the lasting process, having differential movements in relation to
suitable connecting mechanism, and the actu
other, substantially as described.
ating-lever A, whereby the said rests are si each
17.
In a machine for lasting the uppers of
multaneously operated and the last firmly boots and shoes, the combination of a suitable
clamped under the downholds, substantially jack for firmly supporting the last with two
as described.
pairs of converging folding-plates, the outer
9. In a machine for lasting the uppers of pair provided with a quicker movement than
boots and shoes, the adjustable cam all, with the inner pair, substantially as described.
the sector ct', for adjusting the lift of the toe 18. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
rest a, substantially as and for the purposes boots and shoes, the combination of a suitable
described.
jack and devices for holding a last upon said
10. In a machine for lasting the uppers of jack
with the duplex system of folding-plates,
boots and shoes, the combination of a down one set arranged over the other to partially
hold and abutment with the mechanism for turn over the margin of an upper upon the in

simultaneously operating said downhold and sole, and the lower set to complete the fold
abutment, whereby the downhold is moved ling and to operate after said upper set, sub
downward and backward upon the surface of stantially as and for the purposes described.

the last, but not entirely removed therefrom, 19. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
and the abutment is moved backward suffi boots and shoes, the combination of one set of
ciently to allow of the upward movement of folding-plates for partially turning over and
the toe stretching and smoothing pad between folding the edge of an upper upon the insole,
itscribed.
and the said downhold, substantially as de and, second, an under set of folding-plates to
complete said folding and plaiting, with the
11. In a machine for lasting the uppers of means for operating said plates in the order
boots and shoes, the combination of a down named and for withdrawing said upper plates
hold provided with substantially a horizontal while said lower plates are closing, substan
movement upon the surface of the last, an tially as described.
abutment provided with a movement to and 20. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
from the end of a last, and a toe stretching boots and shoes, the combination of two pairs
and smoothing pad provided with an upward of converging folding-plates, the outer plates
movement substantially parallel with the side being provided with a longitudinal tipping
of a last, Successively or simultaneously actu movement in relation to the inner plates, sub
ated, substantially as described.
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.
12. In a machine for lasting the uppers of 21. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
boots and shoes, the combination of a recip boots and shoes, a folding-plate, in combina
rocating abutment with a toe stretching and tion with the gear p and worm-gear p for
smoothing pad, having means for vertical ad tipping the same, as described, whereby said
justment, and arranged to be operated upon folding-plate
is provided with a longitudinal
the
withdrawal
of
the
abutment,
substantially
tipping
movement
for the purpose of adjust
as described.
ment to a plane parallel or substantially par
13. In a machine for lasting the uppers of allel with that portion of the surface of a last’s
boots and shoes, the duplex system of fold bottom upon which it is designed to close, sub
ing-plates for breaking down and turning over stantially as described.
the upper upon the last’s bottom, one set ar 22. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
ranged above the other, substantially as and boots and shoes, the combination of the du
for the purposes described.
plex folding-plates, provided with means for
14. In a machine for lasting the uppers of vertical adjustment upon an elliptic curve
boots and shoes, the combination of one set of having the extreme point of the abutment as
folding-plates adapted to partially turn over a center, substantially as described.
the margin of an upper upon the last's bottom 23. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
with a lower set of folding-plates adapted by boots and shoes, the combination of two pairs
their closing to completely finish the turning of converging folding-plates, F, provided with
over and plaiting of the upper upon the insole, means for vertical adjustment on an elliptic
substantially as and for the purposes set forth. curve, of which the extreme point of the abut
15. In a machine for lasting the uppers of ment is the center, substantially as described.

p
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24. In a machine for lasting the uppers of 32. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
boots and shoes, the combination of two con- boots and shoes, the combination of the cam
verging folding-plates for closing upon the groove e, leverse, pivoted to the oscillating
G, as shown, and operating movable
end of a last upon either side of the converg plate
bars on the sleeve e', with the converging
ing end plates, as shown, provided with means folding-plates
E and connecting-rods e, hav
for vertical tipping adjustment, as set forth, to ing suitable bearings
in plates F, substan
conform to the plane of that portion of the
as shown and described.
last's surface upon which they are designed to tially
33. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
close, with means for further vertical adjust boots
and shoes, the combination of the cam
ment upon the arc of an ellipse, substantially
groove f, levers f, pivoted upon the oscil
as described.
25. In a machine for lasting the uppers of lating plate G, as shown, and operating the
f", with the plates F and sliding rods
boots and shoes, the combination of a suitable collars
lasting jack with an abutment, the extreme F, having bearings in the brackets g and in
the sleevee, and guides f° in the slotted pro
end of which forms a centerin determining the jection
f, substantially as and for the pur
relation of the folding-plates to that portion of
the surface of a last upon which they are de poses described.
34. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
signed to close, substantially as described.
26. In a machine for lasting the uppers of boots and shoes, the combination of the cam
f, levers F, pivoted to plate G, as
boots and shoes, the combination of a suitable groove
shown, and operating through collar f, the
jack for supporting the last with a toe stretch converging
lasting-plates F, with the hinges
ing and smoothing pad, having an upward
or connecting-plates F, which operate the le
movement in relation to the sides of the last, vers.f,
laying hold of and pivoted to the caps
a toe-downhold, and a movable abutment when
said toe stretching and Smoothing pad is pro or barrels f' at the end of rods F, with the
vided with vertical adjustment upon the ellip outer converging folding-plates F, and said
rods F, provided with bearings in the brack
tic curve, of which the extreme end of the ets.f,
as shown and described.
abutment is a moving center, substantially as 35. substantially
In a machine for lasting the uppers of
described.
27. In a machine for lasting the uppers of boots and shoes, the combination of the rod
F and set-screws.ffii, and supporting-brack
boots and shoes, the combination of a suitable ets.f,
Substantially as and for the purposes de
jack for supporting a last, a toe stretching and
smoothing pad provided with an upward ver scribed.
36. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
tical movement, a movable abutment, and two boots
and shoes, the combination of the rod
or more converging folding-plates, when said
F, provided with the guiding-carriage p, with
plates, abutment, and toe stretching and means
for partially revolving the said rods in
smoothing pad are provided with Vertical ad
justment upon the arc of an ellipse having the either direction, substantially as described.
extreme end of the abutment as a moving cen 37. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
boots and shoes, the combination of a duplex
ter, substantially as shown and described.
of converging folding-plates, one set for
2S. In a machine for lasting the uppers of series
breaking
down and partially folding the edge
boots and shoes, the combination of an oscil of the upper
upon the insole, and the other set
lating plate for supporting the mechanism
finishing said folding, with the cams de
which operates the converging folding-plates, for
the downhold, the abutment, and the toe scribed, and suitable connecting mechanism
stretching and smoothing pad. With a carriage for operating said converging folding-plates,
for lifting said plate upon an arc of ellipse, of substantially as set forth.
which the extreme end of the abutment is the

center, substantially as described.
29. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
boots and shoes, the combination of a carriage,
H, for supporting the oscillating plate G with
the lever N and the slotted lever M, each piv.
oted, as shown, and operated by the screw O,
substantially as and for the purposes described.
30. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
boots and shoes, the combination of the lever
M, pivoted as shown, and operating the lever
N, provided with the guides in and the nut Ml
with the operating-screw O, substantially as

and for the purposes described.
31. In a machine for lasting the uppers of
boots and shoes, the combination of the edge

cam-grooved, suitable connecting mechanism,
and the toe stretching and Smoothing pad D,
substantially, as described.

3s. In a machine for lasting the uppers of

boots and shoes, the combination of the duplex
series of folding-plates, the upper set of which
partially breaks over and folds the edge of the
upper upon the last, and the lower set of which
completes said folding when the upper plates
are withdrawn, after the said lower plates are
closed, and when said lower plates are perfo
rated, substantially as shown and for the pur
poses described.

GEO. W. COPELAND.
ERASTUS WOOIDWARD.
MATTEIAS BROOK.

Witnesses:

FRANK. G. PARKER,
F. F. RAYMOND, 2d.

